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hiding-place for Leheudry. He decides upon a little apartment situated on an inside courtyard in the faubourg Saint-Denis, where he proposes to instal a fake wall-paper storehouse, with Leheudty as his clerk,
Nine o'clock at night. Wasemmes goes to his rendezvous with Rita, and this time unquestionably loses his virginity. In her dressing-room at the theatre, Germaine Baader is called upon by Jacques Avoyer, an emissary of the oil-dealers, who has been sent to acquaint her with their manoeuvres for hemming in Gurau*
Quinette, lying in bed, goes over the events of the day and comes to the conclusion that he ought to go and tell the superintendent of police about the visit of the bloodstained ec stranger " on October 6th, but giving a misleading version of it. Early the next morning he calls upon the superintendent. He gives a false description of the " stranger,9* which he has carefully invented. At de Champcenais's, council of war of the oil-dealers. De Champcenais goes to the Prefecture of Police, where a junior clerk communicates to him, with a myriad precautions, all available information about Gurau. Meanwhile Sammecaud makes Marie de Champcenais a declaration of his love for her, which is totally unexpected by both of them*
Jerphanion, summoned by Paul Dupuy, Secretary-General of the Training College, receives some useful advice about the tutoring which he is to give the Saint-PapouPs son. He meets Jailer The two young men improve their acquaintance in the course of a long walk on the south side of the river. Gurau, whom Germaine has just told about Avoyer*s threatening conversation, feels very bitter and goes for an aimless walk in the direction of Notre-Dame.
Quinette, at h^f past six in the evening, is summoned to the police-station. He is shown photographs of suspects* He pretends to recognise one of them, but not definitely. The police give him a rendezvous for nine o'clock, Meanwhile Quinette picks up Leheudry in a bar in the roe des R6coUets, after having looked for him, in vain in the faubourg Saint-Denis* Quinette's anger. The two

